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EDITORIAL

NEWS IN BRIEF

Message from the chairman
Welcome to the Spring edition of
Four Corners. We reflect in this
newsletter the latest aid policy and
programme statements from the
Government and DFID.

Leaving the European Union
of The

On 29 March, the British Government notified
the president of the European Council that it is
commencing a negotiation to withdraw from
the European Union.

With Article 50 triggered there is now more concentrated focus,
analysis and debate on Brexit’s implications for the UK’s role in
international development and the impact on developing
countries. The BOND annual conference at which the Secretary of
State spoke (see article) spent much time talking about these
issues as well as the specific concerns for those international
NGOs heavily dependent on EU funding for their programmes.
BOND will report this month.

Article 50 of the Lisbon Treaty specifies that the
EU treaties will cease to apply to a member
state two years after the entry into force of a
withdrawal agreement, or failing that, two years
after notification - unless there is unanimous
agreement on an extension.

As mentioned in the last newsletter, we propose arranging a
seminar for members who are involved in one way or another
with civil society organisations and their interaction with DFID to
share experience and ideas both on the evolution of civil society
work and the specifics of Brexit, to be held in the second half of
the year. If you would be ready to participate in the design of
such a seminar please let John Stuppel know.

This guide to the Treaty highlights provisions for
EU external relations including development
cooperation. A protocol lists UK commitments.
On 27 March the Prime Minister spoke to DFID
staff in East Kilbride about DFID’s work in the
context of the decision to leave the EU. Her
speech is on pages 6 to 7 of this newsletter.

This year half the positions on the alumni committee come up for
re-election. We are keen new members offer themselves for
election and bring new ideas to the table. If you want to declare
an interest or to talk more about what this would entail, please
contact John Stuppel as soon as possible.

DIARY

To concentrate on other commitments, Marc Taylor plans to
stand down this year as editor of The Four Corners, which he has
edited for five years. We greatly appreciate the time and work he
has put into this, giving us both an up-to-date picture of
government policies and programmes on development and their
scrutiny by Parliament, ICAI and others, as well as personal
stories from the membership. We need to find a replacement! If
you are interested in the issues, have editorial leanings and have
the time to produce the quarterly newsletter, we would very
much like to hear from you. Marc can explain what is involved.
Please contact him: c.marc.taylor@gmail.com.

EVENTS AND MEETINGS
20 April: Sir Mark Lowcock at the District Commons
Tavern, 2200 Pennsylvania Ave NW, Washington DC.
19 May: tour of Apsley House and Wellington Arch
19 June: Annual General Meeting at DFID, 22
Whitehall, London

We welcome feedback on this latest newsletter and look forward
to your ideas and contributions for future editions.

19 June: Summer Gathering at the Attlee Room,
House of Lords

With best wishes,

September: seminar on agricultural development

Simon Ray
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How DFID tackles fraud

ANNOUNCEMENTS FROM DFID IN
JANUARY TO MARCH 2017

The National Audit Office recently published findings
from an investigation into DFID’s approach to tackling
fraud. The NAO investigation followed two major
changes which altered the risk of fraud faced by DFID.

January

The first is the government's commitment to spend
0.7% of gross national income on international aid,
which amounted to £12.133 billion in 2015. This
commitment increased DFID's budget by 26.5% since
2011. Also, the 2015 Strategic Defence and Security
Review committed DFID to spend at least 50% of its
budget in "fragile states and regions" at least until 2020.
These factors could have increased the risk of fraud in
DFID's budget.





DFID terminated its partnership with Girl Effect
Secretary of State Priti Patel supported the UN’s
Syria crisis funding appeals
DFID launched its first Economic Development
Strategy

February

The NAO report found a clear relationship between
fragile states and countries also perceived as the most
corrupt. Based on DFID's fraud cases, the NAO found
few allegations of fraud reported to DFID in some of the
countries ranking among the most corrupt. In response
to previous criticism by external scrutiny bodies, DFID
changed its counter-fraud strategy. It built the
consideration of fraud risk into the process that teams
must follow when setting up programmes. The number
of allegations of fraud reported to DFID has increased,
as a result of its work to increase awareness of fraud
and reporting requirements among its staff and
suppliers. This is more difficult to achieve in 55% of its
expenditure, which is through multilateral bodies,
where DFID does not have direct control and relies on
multilateral bodies' systems.



DFID increased humanitarian relief in Somalia



Secretary of State Priti Patel supported the UN
2017 funding appeal for Yemen



Secretary of State Priti Patel made a statement
on famine in South Sudan



Secretary of State Priti Patel visited Afghanistan
and Pakistan



DIT and DFID announced that a World Trade
Organisation global agreement came into force



Minister James Wharton
settlements in Uganda

visited

refugee

March

The NAO found that DFID's central fraud team
investigated 93% of the 429 fraud allegations made in
2015–16 and provided advice on the rest. DFID's fraud
caseload quadrupled between 2010–11 and 2015–16
and it received 475 new allegations during the nine
months to 31 December 2016. Annual gross losses
owing to fraud in 2015–16 were around 0.03% (£3.2
million) of DFID's budget. Between 2003 and 2016, nongovernmental organisations accounted for nearly 40%
of reported fraud cases. Since 2003, DFID has recovered
around two-thirds, by value, of the reported fraud loss.
Externally, DFID provides less information than it used
to in its Annual Report. Neither the FCO nor the British
Council provide more fraud information in their Annual
Reports than DFID.

15 Mar 2017 - How DfID tackles fraud - oral evidence |
HC 1034 | Published 21 Mar 2017

Watch the evidence session
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Secretary of State Priti Patel urged international
partners to respond to humanitarian crises



Secretary of State Priti Patel gave a speech to
Commonwealth Trade Ministers in London



DFID announced it will match another £5m of
donations to the DEC East Africa Crisis Appeal



Secretary of State Priti Patel announced a new
approach to funding small NGOs.



The Prime Minister gave a speech to DFID staff
in East Kilbride.



DFID published all procurement transactions
over £500 since 2010.



DFID issued Statistics
Development 2016



DFID published Agenda 2030: delivering the
Global Goals

on

International

can operate to the highest standards. We hope
this new project with DFID will lead to even
deeper co-operation between us.

DFID announced a fund to support small
development and humanitarian
organisations.

Dhaka Ahsania Mission UK (DAM UK) Programme
and Fund Manager Emma Crump said:

At the Bond annual conference on 20 March,
International Development Secretary Priti Patel
Ms Patel announced a fund to support small
development and humanitarian organisations to
scale up the work they do to help the poorest and
most vulnerable communities in the world.

As the sole employee of a small UK registered
international development NGO working in
Bangladesh, we fully welcome a fund specifically
tailored to charities like ours. Small NGOs like
Dhaka Ahsania Mission UK (DAM UK) often have
minimal staff and resources yet carry out vital
and unique work reaching some of the most
marginalised and vulnerable communities around
the world. Small NGOs often have a greater
degree of adaptability and specialist knowledge
that is directly informed from the communities
they work closely with.

The new approach to supporting small UK
charities is intended to increase the reach of their
interventions to deliver for the world’s poorest
and most marginalised people.
Ms Patel said:
Britain’s small charities do amazing, often highly
innovative work in some of the world’s poorest
places. Often staffed by volunteers, their
dedication to the most disadvantaged in the
world is remarkable.

Many charities in a similar position to us are
funded by dedicated supporters who feel
passionate about our work and are essential in
assisting that work to continue. Small charities
often dedicate their minimal staff and resources
towards sourcing larger or multi-year funds, yet
for many, the scale and complexity of the
application process renders it an unsustainable
option. This is despite the work the charity is
doing being of great value and often distinctive.

Giving Britain’s small charities financial support
will give a real boost to the excellent work they
do. I will increase DFID’s support for these
grassroots charities as I believe that smaller
charities are a crucial part of the Great British
offer on international development.
The Secretary of State also announced a new
partnership between the DFID, the Charity
Commission and the wider sector. This
partnership will provide training to small and
medium sized organisations working overseas on
development to build their skills and capabilities
and increase their effectiveness, at the same time
as increasing public trust and support for
development work.

Accessing tailored UK aid funding for small NGOs
would enable us to scale up our work, carry out
longer term initiatives and focus on sharing our
learning. We would feel much more confident in
applying for a fund that recognises the challenges
faced by small NGOs. An opportunity such as this
has great potential to help small NGOs build their
organisational capacity and become more robust.
DFID will be launching the new Small Charities
Challenge Fund this summer. The Fund will be
specifically targeted at small UK-registered civil
society organisations with an annual income of
less than £250,000. This will be the first time DFID
has set up a fund dedicated purely to charities of
this size. The launch of the Small Charities
Challenge Fund is in response to the consultation
with smaller charities during DFID’s Civil Society
Partnership Review.

Chairman of the Charity Commission William
Shawcross said:
We are delighted to be working closely with DFID
on this project. British charities have a proud
history in the delivery of overseas aid and
development in dangerous places.
Helping small and medium sized charities deal
with today’s huge risks is crucial. This work will be
key in building capacity to ensure these charities
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DFID’s new partnership with the Charity
Commission will provide support to strengthen
small and medium sized organisation’s skills and
capabilities when it comes to managing
humanitarian and development projects
overseas. Following publication of the Civil
Society Partnership Review, DFID’s main funding
for civil society organisations are:

UK Aid: allocation of resources



In UK aid: allocation of resources, the Committee
reported that UK aid spending can be, and often
is, a strong investment contributing to create a
more prosperous world, which pays far-reaching
dividends including to UK taxpayers at home.

In a report published on 28 March, the
International Development Committee
underlined its support for the UK’s commitment
to spending 0.7% of gross national income on
overseas development assistance, with a primary
focus on tackling poverty reduction.

UK Aid Match - a scheme that match-funds
public donations to charity appeals for
projects to reduce poverty in developing
countries, giving the British public a say in
what international development issues are
important to them. Doubling UK Aid Match is
a manifesto commitment.
 UK Aid Direct - providing grants to small and
medium-sized civil society organisations,
primarily for work to directly tackle poverty in
poor communities around the world.
 UK Aid Connect - a new partnership approach
that will allow civil society organisations to
work collaboratively, bringing together
knowledge, practice and expertise for
solutions to some of the most difficult
development problems.
 UK Aid Volunteers – which will include the
manifesto commitment to triple in size the
International Citizen Service (ICS) youth
volunteering scheme and provide
opportunities for new partnerships with
volunteering agencies.

Foreign aid is the most scrutinised part of UK
Government spending. The Committee reported
that DFID is effective in its spending and that it
has not seen evidence to suggest that DFID
suffers from poor or wasteful spending, any more
than other government departments or
international donors.
It challenged the Secretary of State to tell the
positive story of UK aid. MPs said the Department
must be proactive in publicising the good work
that results from the UK’s funding. DFID must
explain how it sets the balance between bilateral
and multilateral spending and should reconsider
its decision to end core support to civil society
organisations.
While DFID spending on UK aid is effective, the
Committee was concerned about a lack of
emphasis on strategy in the spending of UK aid.
This concern is amplified as the allocation of aid
spreads across government departments.
The Committee believes DFID should remain a
standalone department with formal oversight and
co-ordination role for all UK aid spending.

Do you have experience of working with
small NGOs supported by DFID funding?
Please share your views of the way DFID
proposes to manage its funding for small
NGOs following last year’s Civil Society
Partnership Review.

Further information
UK aid: allocation of resources: interim Report

Can lessons from your experience help fellow
alumni in NGOs handle their relationships
with DFID more effectively?
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DFID will work across government to increase the
number and quality of jobs in poor countries, enable
businesses to grow and prosper, and also support
better infrastructure, technology and a skilled and
healthy workforce.

Economic Development Strategy
The UK will sharpen its focus on economic
development in the world’s poorest countries to help
create economic growth that will sustain rapidly
growing populations, provide a long term solution to
poverty and deal with the root causes of problems
that affect Britain, International Development
Secretary Priti Patel announced in January.

The announcement builds on the UK’s existing work to
drive economic development, which has helped
almost 70 million people access financial services,
over 6 million people improve their land and property
rights, and improved access to clean energy for over 6
million people.

Over the next decade a billion more young people will
enter the job market, mainly in Asia and Sub-Saharan
Africa. Africa’s population is set to double by 2050.
This demographic challenge will add to the pressure
of protracted crises and mass migration.
DFID’s first Economic Development Strategy sets out
how investment in economic development will help
developing nations speed up economic growth, trade
more and industrialise faster, and ultimately lift
themselves out of poverty. By helping the world’s
poorest countries grow their economies, this
investment will help create the UK’s trading partners
of the future, boost global prosperity and address
some of the root causes of global issues such as mass
migration and instability that affect the UK.

Through the new Economic Development
Strategy DFID will:


build the potential for developing countries to
trade more with the UK and the world



create economic opportunities in fragile and
conflict states where jobs and livelihoods are
desperately needed



build partnerships with business - including
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) to make it easier for companies, including
those in the UK, to invest in markets of the
future



work closely with the City of London so it
becomes the leading financial centre for the
developing world



focus investment in job-creating sectors such
as manufacturing, infrastructure and
commercial agriculture to provide strong
foundations for sustainable growth



use the UK’s voice in the World Trade
Organisation (WTO) to argue for better and
fairer trading rules



strengthen institutions, tackle corruption and
help countries mobilise their own domestic
resources to support their development



continue to champion innovative private
finance investment to stimulate growth. CDC
will be at the heart of this.

Ms Patel said:
There is no task more urgent than defeating poverty.
The UK has a proud record of supporting people in
desperate humanitarian crises, but emergency help
alone won’t tackle the global changes we face. With
dramatic increases in population across Africa and
Asia, developing nations must act fast to create jobs
and investment, which is why Global Britain is leading
a more open, more modern approach to development
through our economic development to help the
world’s poorest countries stand on their own two feet.
Over the next decade a billion more young people will
enter the job market. Africa’s population is set to
double by 2050 and as many as 18 million extra jobs
will be needed. Failure will consign a generation to a
future where jobs and opportunity are out of reach,
potentially fuelling instability and mass migration with
direct consequences for Britain. Developing countries
want to harness trade, growth and investment
opportunities, and Britain will lead the way to lift huge
numbers out of grinding poverty to prosperity.

Click on the link to listen to DFID’s Chief Economist
Stefan Dercon explaining the strategy on YouTube
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partnership with Europe. And I want to make it absolutely
clear as we move through this process that this is not, in
any sense, the moment that Britain steps back from the
world. Indeed, we are going to take this opportunity to
forge a more global Britain. The closest friend and ally
with Europe, but also a country that looks beyond Europe
to build relationships with old friends and new allies alike.
The work you do will be at the heart of that effort.
Because from this building, work is co-ordinated that
saves lives around the world; that builds a safer, healthier,
more prosperous world for people in developing countries;
and that makes our own country and people safer and
better off too. It’s not all about charity of course. You
know that better than anyone. So often, the work you do
is about empowering people to live better, fuller lives. For
example, your work is leading the world in efforts to end
the outrage of violence against women and girls, a cause
that is particularly close to my heart.
You ensure that the UK is working well with important
international institutions like the UN and the
Commonwealth. And researchers here are exploring the
potential for new vaccines to prevent the devastation
caused by serious illnesses and epidemics. I know, for
example, that the work to tackle the awful Zika virus that
is a source of such anguish for people across Latin America
is being led by researchers at Glasgow University,
supported by teams here.

Prime Minister Theresa May spoke to
DFID staff in East Kilbride on how the UK
works together to improve the lives of
people around the world
The Prime Minister spoke to DFID staff on 27 March,
ahead of notifying the European Union of the United
Kingdom’s decision to begin the two year process of
leaving the EU.

But sometimes events happen that simply require an
immediate and significant response. And it is because of
the work you do that we have recently been able to
announce significant support for the nations facing up to
major humanitarian crises this year. Somalia, where we
have pledged £110 million of UK aid to provide up to 1
million people with emergency food assistance, over
600,000 starving children and pregnant and breastfeeding
women with nutritional help, over 1 million people with
safe drinking water, and more than 1.1 million people
with emergency health services.

It is very good to be with you here with you today, and
particularly to be able to thank you all for the work you do
on behalf of the government and on behalf of the British
people. Vital work that helps millions around the world
and speaks strongly to the values that we share as a
country.
And it is vital work. Not just because the things you do
here have a material impact on the lives of some of the
poorest and most vulnerable people around the world. But
also because the work you do here, in conjunction with
your colleagues at the Department for International
Development in London, says something important about
Britain.

And, of course, our commitment to Somalia goes further
than money. We look forward to bringing the
international community together in London in May for
the second London Somalia conference, where we hope to
be able to help that nation secure and build on the
progress it has made in recent years.
It is because of the work you do that the UK was one of
the first major donors to respond to the UN’s appeal for
South Sudan. We are leading the way in that desperate
nation by making sure millions of people get the food,
water and medicines that they so urgently need. That
includes food for over 500,000 people, life-saving
nutritional support to more than 27,500 children, safe
drinking water for over 300,000 people and emergency
health services for over 100,000 more.

It says that we are a kind and generous country. It says
that we are a big country that will never let down – or turn
our back on – those in need. And it says that we are a
country that does, and will always, meet our commitments
to the world – and particularly to those who so
desperately need our support.
And that is important to remember. For we stand on the
threshold of a significant moment for Britain as we begin
the negotiations that will lead us towards a new
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And it is because of the work you do that the UK is able to
lead the way in helping countries elsewhere in the region –
in Uganda and Ethiopia. And in Kenya, where the Hunger
Safety Net Programme aims to reduce poverty and hunger
in the short-term, and to build economic resilience for the
most vulnerable people in the poorest parts of the
country. And that is the best way to give them a
sustainable, long-term route out of poverty.

Because I believe when we work together, there is no limit
to what we can do. A more united nation means working
actively to bring people and communities together by
promoting policies which support integration and social
cohesion. In Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland that
means fully respecting, and indeed strengthening, the
devolution settlements. But never allowing our Union to
become looser and weaker, or our people to drift apart.

Across Africa, vulnerable men, women and children are
being helped by initiatives and projects that come with a
simple badge of hope: a badge that says UK Aid. And the
same goes for other parts of the world too. Wherever
people are in need, that same badge of hope appears.

So in those policy areas where the UK government holds
responsibility, I am determined that we will put the
interests of the Union – both the parts and the whole – at
the heart of our decision-making. International
development is a prime example of that, and your work
here, on behalf of your fellow citizens across the United
Kingdom, has a huge impact.

The UK is at the forefront of the response to the Syria
crisis, with life-saving humanitarian support reaching
millions of people inside Syria and in neighbouring
countries. In 2016, the UK was the third largest bilateral
contributor to the humanitarian response in Syria, and the
second largest overall since the start of the response in
2012. We have pledged more than £2.3 billion to support
those affected by the conflict, our largest ever response to
a single humanitarian crisis. That is a record of which we
can all be proud.

Indeed, the work we do as a United Kingdom on the world
stage makes an eloquent case for our Union as a whole. It
is about the values we share in our family of nations.
Values of freedom of speech, democracy, respect for
human rights, the rule of law.
This proud shared heritage provides the bedrock of our
lives together in the UK. And on that foundation we have
built a country where we share the challenges that we
face, and bring all the expertise, ingenuity and goodwill
we share across this Union to bear to tackle them. That
allows us to do amazing things, like the life-saving work
which is led from this building. So as Britain leaves the
European Union, and we forge a new role for ourselves in
the world, the strength and stability of our Union will
become even more important.

And because we are a country that does not duck our
responsibilities, let us remember the amazing work being
done in Afghanistan today. One of the legacies of years of
conflict in that country is the deadly phenomenon of
landmines that still lie strewn across hundreds of acres of
that land.
But thanks to UK Aid – and in particular, thanks to the
work of organisations such as the Halo Trust that has its
headquarters right here in Scotland – almost 100 square
kilometres of contaminated land has been cleared. And
around half a million people have benefitted as a result.
We will continue with that work, and continue to support
Afghanistan’s security, because that is in the interests of
Afghanistan and in the interests of Britain too.

Not just for the good that standing together brings to our
own people here at home. But also for the good we can do
together in the world, as a global Britain. A force for good,
helping to build a better future for everyone. So as we look
to that future – and as we face this great national moment
together – I hope you will continue to play your part in the
great national effort we need to build the stronger Britain,
the fairer Britain, the more outward-looking Britain and
the more united Britain that I am determined we should
be once we emerge from this period of national change.

UK Aid is a badge of hope for so many around the world –
and I hope that everyone here feels proud to be able to
play their part in bringing light where there is darkness,
and hope where there is despair. But that badge – UK Aid
– says something else. It appears on the side of buildings,
school books, medical supplies and food parcels in some of
the toughest environments and most hard-to-reach
countries on the planet.

Because as you prove every day through the work you do –
and as some of the most vulnerable people in some of the
most desperate conditions around the world can attest –
this United Kingdom, and the values at its heart, is one of
the greatest forces for good in the world today. And when
we work together and set our sights on a task, we really
are an unstoppable force.

And it says this: that when this great union of nations –
England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland – sets its
mind on something and works together with
determination, we are an unstoppable force. That is why
the Plan for Britain I have set out – a plan to get the right
deal for Britain abroad as well as a better deal for
ordinary, working people at home – has as its heart 1
overarching goal: to build a more united nation.

Thank you.
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DFID Alumni tour of Apsley House and
Wellington Arch, 11.30 a.m. 19 May 2017
19 June 2017
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
and London Summer Gathering
AGM
The 2017 Annual General Meeting will be
held at 4 p.m. on 19 June 2017 at DFID’s
London headquarters 22 Whitehall.

Apsley House stands alone at Hyde Park Corner.
Once known as Number 1 London it is sometimes
referred to as the Wellington Museum. It was the
London home of the Duke of Wellington.

In line with our constitution, elections will be
held for the appointment of the Chair,
Treasurer and several other committee
members.
If you wish to stand for election you need to
be nominated and seconded. Proposers and
seconders should send their nominations to
John Stuppel know by 12 May so that he can
give the membership the required notice.
See page 17. Do contact John to discuss the
roles and the election process.

This beautiful Georgian building remains much as
it was at the time of the Duke of Wellington’s
victory at Waterloo in 1815. The house and its art
collection, with paintings by Velazquez and
Rubens, as well as its silver and porcelain, are
now in the care of English Heritage. As well as
Apsley House, our tour, led by Janet Grimshaw,
includes the museum in the nearby Wellington
Arch. The triumphal arch was once the entrance
to Buckingham Palace and now stands at the
centre of the Marble Arch roundabout.

You can find the constitution and the records
of previous AGMs and elections of officers in
the DFID Alumni library on dgroups.org.

London Summer Gathering
This year’s London Summer Gathering will
take place in the Attlee Room at the House
of Lords on Monday 19 June from 18.30 to
21.00.
We are grateful to our host Lord Malcom
Bruce for this invitation.
Please let John Stuppel know by 5 June at
the latest if you plan to attend, as the House
of Lords requires a list of names in advance
for security. The cost will be £15 a head.
John will issue a flyer later about the security
details.

The Apsley House tour will last one hour and the
Wellington Arch tour will last 45 minutes. Cost
£18.40 per person. Meet at 11.15am at Apsley
House. Email janetgrimshaw@onetel.com to
reserve a place and make payment.
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In a lively and wide-ranging discussion, a number
of issues were raised.

Seminar on 8 March 2017: Dr Alison
Evans, Chief Commissioner for the
Independent Commission for Aid Impact
(ICAI): ‘Making Scrutiny Fit for Purpose’

•

The Commission does not have a
strong theory of change, but could
nevertheless enrich theory of
change for the better by helping
the accountability process around
UK aid spending, as well as inform
Parliament and the public about
lessons learned.

•

Many development challenges are
now of a global, public goods
nature, which complicates the
attribution of the UK contribution.
There are problems of attribution
particularly in relation to the
Sustainable Development Goals
and the considerable changes in
the UK Aid strategy .There is no
one definitive voice on aid strategy
in HMG.

•

Managing relations with the
Parliamentary International.
Development Committee, the
statutory committee for DFID
needed careful handling. ICAI’s
mandate is confined to Official
Development Assistance (ODA) at
a time when non -ODA was
growing rapidly and often spent
alongside ODA

•

The difficulty of executing its
mandate to scrutinise UK aid
effectiveness in a balanced,
independent, impartial manner,
without inadvertently contributing
to a “media feeding frenzy”.
Hostile criticisms taken out of
context.by the media present a
real problem of how to respond.
One example had been direct cash
transfers, pilloried by the Sun
newspaper, but found to have
positive effects in practice.

Dr Evans covered three main topics: the intent
and purposes of aid scrutiny, what ICAI is seeking
to contribute, and the challenges and
opportunities in the current environment for UK
aid spending.
She began by describing the context in 2011 in
which the decision to create ICAI was taken by
the Secretary of State at the time, Andrew
Mitchell, as part of the political settlement
around setting and meeting the 0.7% of GDP
target.
ICAI was mandated to undertake assessments of
the effectiveness of UK aid wherever it is spent by
Government. In increasing the budget, the public
had to be reassured that aid was being spent
effectively, and ICAI has since had to learn to
operate in a changing political landscape. Hence,
whereas when ICAI was established roughly 85%
of aid expenditure was through DFID, there is
now an increasing amount channelled through
other government departments –probably
reaching about 30% of the aid budget by 2020.
ICAI is unique in relation to other DAC countries
in that it is neither an audit body (like the NAO),
nor resourced sufficiently to be a full blown
evaluation body. It does not have the financial
resources to do primary research. It is heavily
dependent on DFID and other sources for access
to primary data. Although accountability for
impact is of paramount concern to ICAI, there is
now more emphasis on learning and supporting a
culture of improving the effectiveness of UK Aid.
As there are limits on how ICAI operates as a nonstatutory body, it has to constantly re-assess how
it is adding value. There are opportunities and
perils in being a scrutiny body in what has
become an expanding field of enquiry. Because of
the tendency to put a lot of emphasis on process,
there is the danger that the Commission could
end up as being “fit for process, rather than fit for
purpose”.
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•

•

•

•

The problem that ICAI is not
considered by some to be doing
aid scrutiny properly unless it finds
fault.

DFID Alumni USA Rendezvous with Mark
Lowcock: 20 April 2017
The next DFID Alumni USA rendezvous will take
place on Thursday 20th April 2017, 16.30-19.30,
in the GW Room at the District Commons Tavern,
2200 Pennsylvania Ave NW, Washington DC.

Other Government Departments
do not have the same culture of
transparency and accountability as
DFID, when asked for information
about how they have spent ODA.

Mark Lowcock will join us for a moderated
conversation from 17.00-18.00. We've hired a
private room and Barb has ordered a lovely menu
of finger food and drinks. We will cover all our
costs if 40 people turn up @ $60.00 per head.

DFID is not always ready to
acknowledge what it has learned
from an ICAI report. It could have a
better dialogue with ICAI as an ally
for improving aid effectiveness.

If anyone would like to make a donation to the
event's costs over and above their $60, please
feel free to do so - and thank you. I will send you
all a Venmo pay invite - as soon as I've worked
out how to do so.

In response to a question about
how successful ICAI has been in
the current aid landscape, Dr
Evans gave the example of an ICAI
report in 2013 that had led to
DFID‘s closure of TradeMark
Southern Africa (TMSA). She also
thought ICAI had influenced DFID
support for the international tax
support agenda. Very recently ICAI
had criticised the FCO Prosperity
Fund. She said that ICAI was about
to enter into a Cabinet-driven
‘tailored review’ of its activities,
which would identify in more
detail areas where ICAI has made a
difference.

For financial good health we do need everyone to
commit to the event and to circulate the invite as
widely as possible to any other DFID Alumni who
are in the USA or likely to be coming to DC for the
Spring Meetings later this month. It’s a nice
space. There are already 30 or more of us in this
email, and we need to reach the other bods who
list DFID and DC in their LinkedIn profiles!
Looking forward to seeing you ALL on the 20th.
Sandra Pepera
sandrapepera@gmail.com
DFID Alumni USA had their first social gathering
on 9 February 2017

Carew Treffgarne / Garth Glentworth.
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SPOTLIGHT
Lord Bates and the Olympic Truce
Lord Bates campaigned for the Olympic Truce
for the London 2012 Olympic & Paralympic
Games to be taken seriously by the signatories
to the Olympic Truce Resolution of the United
Nations General Assembly.
In April 2011 he embarked on a 'Walk for
Truce' from Olympia in Greece to
Westminster, London in order to raise
awareness of the truce and secure support for
its observance at the London 2012 Games.

Minister of State for International
Development: The Rt Hon Lord Bates

In 2012, Lord Bates received the Open Fields
Award from the Olympic Truce Foundation
USA for his work in raising awareness for the
truce.

Lord Bates was appointed a Minister of State at
the Department for International Development
in October 2016. He was previously a Minister
of State at the Home Office from May 2015
until March 2016. Lord Bates is a Conservative
member of the House of Lords

In April 2016, on the UN International Day of
Sport for Development and Peace, Lord Bates
began a 2000-mile, 140-day, solo-walk from
Buenos Aires (Host city for the 2018 Youth
Olympic Games) to Rio de Janeiro (Host city
for the 2016 Olympic & Paralympic Games), to
raise awareness for the UN Resolution
declaring the 2016 Olympic truce and to raise
funds for UNICEF’s work with Children in
Danger around the world.

Michael Bates joined the Conservative Party in
1979. Between 1992 and 1997 he was the
Member of Parliament for Langbaurgh
constituency. In the House of Commons he
served as a senior Government Whip,
Paymaster-General in the Cabinet Office and
Sponsor Minister for North East England.

Lord Bates has been an active supporter of
charities throughout his time in the House of
Lords. In 2009, he became Patron of
Tomorrow's People (North East) a charity
specialising in getting 'hard to reach' young
people into work or training. He undertook
sponsored walks for them in 2009 and 2010,
raising over £25,000. In 2013 he walked from
London to Derry, Northern Ireland to raise
funds for Save the Children's work in Syria,
raising over £50,000. In 2014 he walked from
London to Berlin raising £41,000 for the
German charity Friedensdorf International
(Peace Village International) who provide
emergency medical for child victims of conflict.
In 2015 he walked from Beijing to Hangzhou,
raised £90,000 for projects identified by the
Red Cross Society in China.

In 2008 he was appointed to the House of
Lords. Between 2008 and 2010 he held a
number of Shadow Ministerial posts including:
Communities and Local Government, Cabinet
Office and the Whips’ Office. In 2013 he was
appointed a Deputy Speaker and Deputy
Chairman of the House of Lords.
He was then appointed Whip for the
Department for Culture, Media and Sport on
broadcasting in October 2013. At the same
time he was appointed as a Lord-in-Waiting. He
became Parliamentary Under Secretary of State
for Criminal Information at the Home Office in
2014; the Lords spokesman and Whip at the
Department for Work and Pensions; and the
Whip at the DFID.
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Before his political career, he worked, with
others, to establish one of the first City
Technology Colleges in Gateshead dedicated to
delivering academic excellence in a socially
deprived area of Tyneside.

Dr David Nabarro is a candidate
to be the Director-general of the
World Health Organisation
David Nabarro is a special adviser to the United
Nations secretary-general on the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development and Climate Change and
a candidate in the race for WHO director-general.
He has posted an article on Devex about his vision
for the role.

From 1998 to 2005 he was Director of Research
& Consulting for Oxford Analytica – an
international consulting firm using a network of
academics for Oxford and universities around
the world to undertake research in economic,
business and political trends.
Lord Bates was born in Gateshead in 1961; he is
married to Xuelin and has 2 sons. He has a MBA
degree from Said Business School, University of
Oxford. Away from politics his interests are
football (he is a supporter of Newcastle United
FC), cinema and Formula 1 motor racing.

Arts Work in Conflict Affected Areas
In September 2016, the British Council Association
and the British Council organised a workshop on
arts work in conflict affected areas. They have
published a booklet reporting on the conclusions
and learning points from the workshop, which is
available from Christine Latimer.

Lord Bates’ responsibilities as Minister of State for
International Development:

Adam Smith International



Caribbean



Overseas Territories



Europe



United Nations and Commonwealth



Global Partnerships and Emerging Powers



Education and Youth



Inclusive Societies: disability; ageing; faith;
LGBT; VAWG – lead on policy and ensuring
consistency with his wider portfolio



Supporting Secretary of State on Economic
Development,
International
Finance
Institutions, and International Trade

What are they doing now?



Corporate Performance within his areas of
responsibility

Do you have a new role, interest or
achievement?



Parliamentary champion and House of Lords
relations

Share it with fellow DFID Alumni.



Supporting Mr Stewart engaging on Scotland
and with Abercrombie House



Supporting on Governance, Open Societies, and
Anti-Corruption

The International Development Committee
reported on allegations of improper behaviour by
Adam Smith International relating to the
submission of written evidence to an inquiry into
the allocation of resources for UK Aid. The
Committee’s Special Report: Conduct of Adam
Smith International, concludes that the leading aid
contractor went well beyond what was
appropriate, and ‘acted improperly’.

Please send your news for the next edition of
The Four Corners to Marc Taylor by 30 June:
c.marc.taylor@gmail.com.
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Pene’s funeral was a private family affair. There
was a Service of Thanksgiving and Celebration
on Saturday 8 April at Stover School, Newton
Abbot, Devon, TQ12 6QG to which the family
invited her friends and the many organisations
with which she worked or supported.

Pene Key, 1938-2017
Dr Penelope Key died peacefully in Torbay
hospital on 16 February.

This email: ben.key@btopenworld.com is the
point of contact should you wish to stay in
touch with Pene’s family.

Richard Manning writes
Pene was born in Newton Abbott in 1938. With
characteristic determination, she decided that
she would be a doctor, even though this meant
that the school had to take on a physics teacher
to get her the necessary A-levels. A visit to
Australia after she qualified from Guy’s led to a
job a locum for 4 months at a mission hospital in
a remote area of Papua. She stayed in PNG for 11
years, working as Medical Superintendent of two
hospitals (and forcing the colonial government to
give female doctors the same pay as their male
counterparts, who were paid three times as
much).

but struck up a good relationship with Nursing
Adviser Barbara Bubb. In 1982-84 she worked in
India, establishing the long-running Orissa Health
and Family Welfare Project. She then took a year
out for a Masters Course in community health,
returning to ODA as Principal Health Adviser. As
Cambodia opened up in the early 1990s, Pene
volunteered for a secondment to WHO to lead
the production of a very influential health plan
for the country. She returned to ODA in 1994,
where she led on the health research programme
and relations with the Tropical Medical schools.

Between contracts she worked briefly at a wellknown hospital in London, where her nononsense attitude towards private patients got
her into trouble, and she concluded that she
could not bear the limitations of the NHS.

Retiring from DFID in 1998, she was soon working
at WHO on Roll Back Malaria, then providing
advice in Albania and Kosovo. She was a trustee
and Board Chair of Health Unlimited and of her
old school in Devon where she had returned on
retirement, and she played an important role in
setting up the Malaria Consortium (with Stephen
O’Brien as an early Chair). Despite a severe stroke
in 2004, she continued to stay engaged and even
managed a further visit to Cambodia, where she
remained a very close friend to her ‘sister’ Kem,
who had been one of her interpreters back in
1973.

Fortunately, very soon after her final return from
PNG to England in 1973, she received a call from
World Vision Australia to lead a medical team to
Phnom Penh to help those displaced by the
advance of the Khmer Rouge. She served in
increasingly difficult circumstances, including
rocket fire, until leaving on one of the last planes
out before the city fell in April 1975.
Astonishingly, the WV Director in Bangkok sent
her back to Phnom Penh the next day to collect a
couple of dozen orphans whom she had been
helping: even more astonishingly she brought
them back unscathed. In 1977, she received an
OBE for her work.

Hers was truly a life of commitment, courage and
determination
I heard today (via a link to her Facebook account) that
Pene Key has died. I don't have any details, but I
thought you and other former colleagues would want
to know. A tough cookie but heart of gold and an
amazing set of achievements.

After positions with a mining company in DRC and
a hospital in the Transkei, in 1978 she joined
ODA. She faced prejudice from her male
superiors as the first female medical adviser:
‘sometimes there were storms in the corridors’;

Bob Grose
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Sad news indeed. Pene was a great colleague who was
never afraid to 'revert' to being a doctor and to get
involved when road crashes and cyclones happened
while on her advisory travels - practical, full of
common sense and a great travelling companion.

As well as being a good professional, Pene was fun to
be with. We had enjoyable visits around the slums in
India in the early 90s. I recall a time when she was
given a steel elephant as a present. Apart from not
liking it very much, it weighed a ton. Rather than
carry it back in her luggage, she decided to leave it in
her hotel room assuming that the hotel staff would be
glad to have it. As she arrived at the airport in her
Ambassador "limo", looking forward to a G+T on the
flight home, a car came screeching to a halt behind
her and a man jumped out carrying the elephant
saying Dr Pene, you forgot your elephant. She smiled,
apologised for forgetting it and thanked the chap for
bringing it to her and entered the airport, cursing
under her breath as she went looking for a new
resting place for the elephant. Pene had a heart of
gold and I join with others in sending heart-felt
condolences to her family.

My sincere condolences to her family.
Andrew Bennett
Pene was one of the pioneers of medical aid
programmes in what became DFID and more widely.
She nearly always also led from the front in terms of
taking part herself in field work even when she was
partially disabled by her stroke. Another major
achievement was being instrumental in setting up the
Malaria Consortium. Her exceptional life was
documented in her self-published autobiography
which makes fascinating reading.

Mike McCarthy

Garth Glentworth

I have fond memories of Pene, who stayed with my
family of small boys at our house in New Delhi in the
late 1980s. We went to monitor the family welfare
project in Orissa and the health aspects of slum
improvement in other parts of India which Pene did so
much to drive forward. My abiding impression is of a
fierce but kindly person who inspired great warmth
and affection among the Indian professionals who
were inspired by her even as she pushed them to aim
for what often seemed impossible.

I agree with all that has been said about Pene. I was
fortunate that she took me in hand, as a young
economist, on a month-long evaluation of family
planning in India. It was a memorable experience.
Pene convinced the Indian Government that a more indepth partnership with ODA was worthwhile and it
resulted in the long-running Orissa mother and child
health programme in which she played an important
and innovative part.
Brian Thomson

Marc Taylor

P.S. Thanks for the tip about her autobiography 'Pushing the Boundaries'

Sad news. I travelled a couple of times with Pene when
she visited the Caribbean - Trinidad as I recall. She was
very straightforward and people liked her and she was
a good travelling companion.

I am very sad to hear the news regarding Pene. I didn't
know her well, but her kindness to myself and my
husband - Paul Johnstone - in our early careers made
a big impact. We will always remember meeting her
for some advice way back in 1990 as we both wanted
to explore a career in international health but didn't
know how best to do this. She was incredibly helpful
and before we knew it - after a nerve racking joint
interview / interrogation - we were both working in
Montserrat, after Hurricane Hugo (but before the
volcano). Her support continued after our work with
ODA and we will always be grateful for her advice and
help.

Jane Armstrong

Caroline Machray

So sorry to hear about Pene. She was always joyful
and fun to talk to. The last time I saw her, she spoke
energetically about her rest house on Cambodia, and
the family she had adopted.
Roger Iredale
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Belatedly, as I have been travelling, may I also
share my memories of Pene Key. I worked with
her in the 1980s, when I was Senior Population
Adviser in Health and Population Division, ODA. I
went on mission to Orissa, India, with her several
times and have many memories of our time
together in the field. I think our local
counterparts were in awe and fear of her in equal
measure. She was always a "tough cookie" but
was determined to ensure high standards in all
aspects of the Orissa project. Back in London, she
often dominated meetings just by her sheer
presence and conviction she was right when it
came to decisions on aid in the health sector. She
did not appreciate people who just concurred with
her (probably because they felt intimidated!), but
enjoyed a debate with colleagues and
counterparts who felt able to 'stand up to her".
She and Barbara Bubb, the Nursing Adviser, made
a very strong team and one that really made an
impact on the health sector in the projects ODA
supported at that time.

This tribute appeared in The Stover School News
Farewell
Dr Penelope Key OBE, MBBS, MSc (1938 – 2017)
We are sad to report the death of Pene Key on 16th
February in Torbay Hospital at the age of 78 years.
Pene was the daughter of the founder of Stover School
and a distinguished past pupil. She joined the school in
1951, aged 13, leaving in 1955 to attend Medical School
at Guy’s Hospital, London, from where she graduated
as a doctor in 1961, aged only 23. She spent many
years of her career abroad, practising her medical
vocation with a deep, Christian missionary
commitment.
Pene specialised in tropical medicine, public health and
international health systems development; she worked
overseas, notably in Papua New Guinea, Cambodia,
India and West & South Africa. She worked for the
United Nations, the government and voluntary sector,
including the World Health Organisation and the
Department for International Development – where
she was Chief Public Health Advisor. Pene was a past
Board member of the London School of Hygiene and
Tropical Medicine and a trustee and past chair of the
Malaria Consortium. She was awarded the OBE in
1977.

I also enjoyed her hospitality in her home (though
I forget its location in London). Once I could not
understand why she was eating very little at the
table with me, and then followed her into her
kitchen where I caught her snacking on her
preferred nibbles! Once one got through the
tough veneer, there was a very warm heart and
kind and generous nature; she was a good
colleague. Pene also got a mention by name in
Justin Wintle's book "Romancing Viet Nam".

After retirement, Pene was a member of the Exeter
Diocesan Synod and a trustee of the Refugee Support
Council in Plymouth, working to improve the lives of
asylum seekers and refugees. From 1981 Pene was a
Governor of Stover for 30 years and Chair of Governors
at the time of her stroke in 2005. After partial recovery
she continued as a consultant to the Global Fund in its
fight against AIDS, TB and malaria. She also became
active within the Stroke Association, promoting rights
and services for less able people.

May I suggest that you collate all these comments
from colleagues and share them with Ben Key, so
that he may include them somehow in the
Memorial Service on 8 April. That way, our
memories may be with the family that day, even if
we are not able to attend in person. Many
thanks.

Pene remained committed to young people all her life.
She never married but invested a huge amount in the
families of her three brothers, her many nephews,
nieces and their children.
______________________________________________
An obituary on the web site of the Papua New Guinea
Church Partnership has a lovely picture of Pene taken
by Chris Luxton in 1991.

Sheila Macrae

A photo also appears on page 4 of the WHO’s TDR info,
in the edition of August 1999 when Pene handed over
the chairmanship to Dr Barbro Carlsson.
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CDC appoints Nick O’Donohoe as CEO

Memorial Concert for Ian Buist

On Tuesday 21 March the Board of CDC Group
announced the appointment of Nick O’Donohoe
as its new Chief Executive Officer. Nick will join
CDC in June to lead implementation of CDC’s new
five-year strategy, which is being finalised. Nick
joins CDC from the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation, where he is a senior advisor. He has
extensive experience in the financial and
investment sector, having spent the first thirty
years of his career working for leading financial
services companies and, in 2011, he co-founded
Big Society Capital, which was established by the
UK Government as “the world’s first social
investment bank”.

John Stuppel writes:
On Saturday 1 April at the Cadogan Hall in Chelsea the
Thames Philharmonic Choir held a memorial concert
for Ian Buist, who was an active member of the choir
until his death a few years ago. The event was
attended by a number of Alumni members (myself,
Robert Graham- Harrison and his wife, Neville Bulman
and others were there, along with members of his
family and other friends). It was a delightful evening
with the choir performing Sancta Civitas, by Vaughan
Williams, a favourite of Ian’s, and Messa di Gloria by
Puccini. A fitting tribute to Ian who had left some
money to the choir after his passing to help them
continue performing.
Where Love and Sorrow Meet - an ecumenical service
of lament and hope to mark the 50th anniversary of
the passing of the Sexual Offences Act 1967, which
decriminalised homosexuality - takes place on
Saturday 29 July 2017 at 10.30am at St. Martin in the
Fields Church. All are welcome to attend this nonpaying event.

Nick said:
I am very excited to get the opportunity to lead CDC at
this important point in its history. The capital that the
organisation provides has never been more important
in supporting economic development and job creation
in Africa and South Asia. I am looking forward to
helping CDC continue to grow, to innovate and to
transform lives in some of the world's poorest regions.

Graham Wrigley, CDC Chairman, said:

New Members of the Association

Nick has the perfect balance of skills and experience.
He understands the transformative effect that
investing can make to peoples’ lives. He has a proven
track record of building market-leading businesses
from both start-up and within large financial service
groups, and has dedicated the last seven years of his
career working in impact investing.

We welcome our new members who joined the
DFID Alumni in September 2016 to March 2017.
Angela MacTavish
Hassan Ibrahim
Sharad Venugopal
Doreen Muzirankoni
Arun Arumughan
Duncan Hart
Bandhu Raujan
Silvana Oliva
David Jordan
Peter Poulson
Radef Anwar
Jan Ketelaar
Vina Malloo
Alistair Wray
Carole Presen
Paul Wafer
Susan Msaki

Nick has exactly the right style of leadership,
experience and values to lead CDC as we continue to
be ambitious in supporting essential economic
development in Africa and South Asia that will help
people escape poverty for good.

Diana Noble, CDC’s current CEO, said:
I’m delighted to hand over stewardship of this great
institution to someone who deeply understands both
impact and commercial investing. Nick’s background
of delivering public good through commercial skills will
ensure that CDC continues to deliver its mission.
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before 12 May in time to send out formal nominations
to the membership. (The box explains the election
rules as set out in the constitution). If you wish to
discuss further what the roles involve and the time
commitment required, please contact John Stuppel,
Simon Ray or John Burton.

Elections and Annual General Meeting
In line with the constitution, candidates should
be nominated to the Secretary with a proposer
and seconder by 12 May.

At the meeting we agreed to continue the 100 Club
but with a draw once a year not twice, to reduce the
administrative effort involved. Action on other points
discussed is reflected in this latest newsletter.

The constitution requires that members are
notified of the Annual General Meeting and
election four weeks before the Annual General
Meeting.

The next committee meeting will be on 19 June in
advance of the AGM.

The deadline for nominations of 12 May is to
enable the Secretary to prepare and send out
papers for the AGM and election in good time
for the AGM on 19 June.

Planned seminars
George Gwyer will lead a seminar in September
on agricultural development, following up issues
covered in his book Dilemmas in Development
(reviewed in the September 2016 edition of The
Four Corners). There will be more details in the
Summer edition of the newsletter.

Please send nominations to
john-stuppel@dfid.gov.uk

We are also preparing for seminar for members
who are involved with civil society organisations
and their interaction with DFID to share
experience and ideas both on the evolution of
civil society work and the specifics of Brexit, to be
held in the second half of the year. If you would
be ready to help design the seminar please let
John Stuppel know.

Your Committee
The members of the Committee are:
Simon Ray

Chairman

John Burton

Treasurer

Jackie Creighton
Helen Darling

(elected at 2016 AGM)

Isobel Doig

(elected at 2016 AGM)

CONTACT

Jim Drummond

This newsletter is produced by DFID’s Alumni
Secretariat. For any queries, please contact:

Janet Grimshaw

Editor: C Marc Taylor

Kathy Marshall

Email: c.marc.taylor@gmail.com

Amisha Patel
John Stuppel

Secretary

Marc Taylor

Editor of The Four Corners

Secretary: John Stuppel
Email: john-stuppel@dfid.gov.uk or
alumni@dfid.gov.uk

As we reported after the last meeting of the
Committee on 7 March, almost half of committee
members are up for re-election at this year’s AGM on
19 June, including the Chair and Treasurer.

DFID Rep: Jacqueline Reid

It is important we introduce new blood and we are
therefore keen to know if there are members ready to
stand for election in June. Could you please let John
Stuppel know of your interest? This needs to be

Follow us on Twitter: @DFID_Alumni

Our web site is www.dfid-alumni.org

Our Facebook page is @dfidaa.
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education. UK assistance through the UN is
providing access to water, health and municipal
services and our funding to the UN Mine Action
Service will assist in the removal of explosive
devices.
On the 19th of February, Iraqi forces launched the
next phase of the operation – the liberation of
West Mosul. We should congratulate them on the
steady progress they have made so far, including
the recent capture of the regional government
offices and the court house. We will continue to
encourage the Government of Iraq to ensure the
protection and wellbeing of civilians is a
paramount concern in ongoing operations.

Iraq and Syria: Ministerial statement on 15
March by Priti Patel MP, Secretary of State
for International Development.
The Rt Hon Priti Patel MP

With permission, Mr Speaker, I would like to
update the House on the ongoing campaign
against Daesh in Iraq and Syria, including the UK’s
role in this collective effort.

Mr Speaker, as a global humanitarian leader, the
UK remains at the forefront of efforts to support
the Government of Iraq’s response to the
humanitarian crisis in Iraq. Since June 2014, DFID
has committed £169.5 million of funding to the
humanitarian crisis in Iraq. A significant
proportion of this funding is contributing towards
the Mosul humanitarian response and has
allowed our partners to put preparations in place
before the start of military operations. We are
giving very practical, often life-saving, help for
vulnerable families including:

Mosul and Iraq
I will turn first to Mosul - the last major
population centre held by Daesh in Iraq and a city
key to the counter-Daesh campaign. Retaking
Mosul will be a body-blow to Daesh and a major
victory for the Iraqi Government – but this is not
going to be an easy fight. It will be tough to
retake the city, tougher to rebuild after three
years of Daesh rule, and tougher still to win back
the trust of the population.



Since the House was last updated in November,
Iraqi forces have made significant progress
against Daesh in Mosul with substantial support
from Coalition aircraft, including the RAF. East
Mosul was retaken on the 24th of January. We
should pay tribute to the skill and tenacity
demonstrated by the Iraqi Security Forces in
clearing Daesh from Eastern Mosul and their
commitment to protecting civilians during that
difficult fight. The liberated community of East
Mosul has testified daily to the horror and
brutality they experienced. The UN has received
‘innumerable reports of gross abuses of human
rights’ perpetrated by Daesh, including the use of
human shields and snipers to kill civilians, and the
existence of mass graves - a reminder of why
bringing Daesh to justice is so vitally important.





Trucking in millions of litres of clean water to
people in East Mosul who are facing severe
water shortages.
Providing shelter and distributing support kits,
which contain blankets and heaters, to
thousands of displaced families helping them
to survive gruelling winter conditions.
Providing children with access to education
and safe spaces.

I remain, however, especially concerned for the
plight of civilians still trapped in West Mosul by
Daesh. We understand that water, food, fuel and
medical supplies are worryingly low. Access is all
but impossible, but the UK together with our
partners is looking at every option for
humanitarian assistance.
Later this month, the UN will launch the 2017
Humanitarian Response Plan for Iraq, which
estimates that the humanitarian funding

Thirty schools in East Mosul have already
reopened, allowing 16,000 children to return to
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requirements in 2017 will be $930 million. I
continue to call upon other donors to follow our
lead. However, humanitarian efforts on their own
will not be enough; we also need to ensure the
political climate is right. Central to efforts to
ensure stability and peace in the city of Mosul and
governorate of Ninewah post-liberation will be
political arrangements that lay the foundations
for long-term reconciliation.

and bring peace. The UN Commission of Inquiry’s
recent report on the Aleppo offensive said the
regime had committed war crimes with its
indiscriminate bombing and use of chemical
weapons against civilians and its targeting of
medical facilities and a humanitarian aid convoy.
The UK continues to call for accountability of
violations and abuses of human rights. In
December, we co-sponsored a UN General
Assembly Resolution to establish an independent
mechanism to assist in bringing those responsible
for the most serious crimes to justice. Most
recently we worked with the French and US on a
UN Security Council Resolution to hold the regime
and Daesh to account for their use of chemicals as
weapons in Syria. We are deeply disappointed
that Russia and China chose to veto this
resolution.

Ensuring a sustainable peace in Iraq will require
the Iraqi Government, with assistance from the
international community, to address Sunni fears
and interests, bring communities back together,
and ensure that Iraq is placed on the road to
stability and prosperity. To help achieve that
objective, the UK supports, and provides funding
for, the UN’s efforts to encourage reconciliation.
We continue to urge Prime Minister Abadi and
the Government of Iraq to take the steps
necessary to ensure that they do not just win the
war but also win the peace. My Right Honourable
Friend the Foreign Secretary met with Prime
Minister Abadi in Munich on 17 February where
they discussed this.

The UK continues to use its position in the
International Syria Support Group and the UN
Security Council to support the work of the UN
Special Envoy Staffan de Mistura to bring about
peace in Syria. We have called for the ceasefire,
brokered by Russia, Iran and Turkey, which came
into force on the 30th of December, to be
strengthened. The regime must abide by the
ceasefire and stop taking new territory if the
ceasefire is to be credible. Russia and Iran, as
guarantors of the agreement, must deliver on
their commitments.

Syria
I turn now to Syria. Regrettably this month marks
the sixth anniversary of this terrible civil war in
which civilians continue to suffer so terribly. We
were pleased that UN-mediated political talks
between the Syrian parties resumed in Geneva
last month and were able to agree on the future
agenda. The next round is due to take place later
this month. We strongly support the work of the
UN and of the Special Envoy Staffan de Mistura.

The fall of east Aleppo in December was a tragedy
that brought home to many the ongoing
nightmare being experienced by so many in Syria.
13.5 million people are in need of humanitarian
support. 1.5 million of them are living under
siege-like conditions. The Assad regime continues
to prevent the delivery of lifesaving aid. Through
the UK’s humanitarian and diplomatic efforts we
are doing all we can to alleviate the suffering of
civilians. We have mounted the UK’s largest ever
response to a humanitarian crisis and are using
our position in the UN Security Council and the
International Syria Support Group to press the
regime and its backers to allow aid to reach those
who need it and call for civilians to be protected.

It is clear that there is no military solution to the
situation in Syria and a sustainable political
settlement is needed to end the fighting for good.
This will require a genuine transition to a new
government which is representative of all Syrians
and which will protect all Syrians’ rights. It is the
UK’s long-standing position that there can be no
sustainable peace in Syria while Assad remains in
power. The atrocities the regime has committed
make it impossible for him to unite the country
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As part of our £2.3 billion pledge to support
people affected by the Syrian crisis, we have
committed over £1.2 billion to support refugees in
the region. I’ve seen for myself how our support is
making a real impact. In Lebanon, I met Syrian
children who, thanks to UK support, now have an
opportunity to learn and attend school alongside
Lebanese children, after years of suffering. In
Jordan, I visited the Azraq refugee camp and
witnessed how we are supporting job creation for
Syrian refugees. I discussed with the President of
Lebanon and the Prime Minister of Jordan how
the UK will continue to lead the scale up in
international support for host countries.

Syria Conference
A year has now passed since the UK co-hosted the
‘Supporting Syria and the Region’ conference in
London. Donors pledged over $12 billion, the
largest amount raised in a single day for a
humanitarian crisis. One year on, donors have
exceeded their pledges for 2016, allocating $8
billion, of which $6.2 billion has been delivered, to
Syria and the refugee-hosting countries.
The UK has set the pace in going above and
beyond what was promised exceeding our 2016
pledge of £510 million, with £550 million in
lifesaving aid delivered last year. Next month, we
are co-hosting the Brussels Conference which will
be an important opportunity to take stock of the
situation in Syria, reaffirm and build on the
London conference commitments, and to ensure
ongoing support to those in Syria who are in need
of help.

I’ve met with refugee families from Raqqah who
told me about their experiences of the daily
horror of living under Daesh rule. No child should
have to witness kidnappings, public hangings on
their streets, and the torture of their friends and
families. I spoke to mothers who had lost their
children as they fled the terror of Daesh. Despite
its claims to be fighting terrorism, Assad’s regime
is focussing its efforts on eradicating all political
opposition in Syria by military means. The regime
has left the job of tackling terrorism in Syria to the
international community. Daesh continues to lose
territory in Syria.

In conclusion, Mr Speaker, much progress has
been made against Daesh. Since 2014, they have
lost 62% of territory they once held in Iraq, and
30% in Syria. But there remains more still to be
done. Even once Daesh is militarily defeated we
must continue to be wary of its resurgence. In Iraq
this means supporting the Government of Iraq to
restore order and be accountable to all of its
people to meet their needs. And in Syria it means
continuing our efforts to deliver a political
settlement that enables a transition away from
Assad towards a government that serves all the
Syrian people.

In northwest Syria, Turkish-backed Syrian
opposition forces, with support from Coalition
aircraft have succeeded in pushing back Daesh
and have taken Al Bab. Elsewhere, Syrian
Democratic Forces have commenced operations
to isolate Daesh’s stronghold in Raqqah, with
Coalition air support. This is a fight that will take
time and patience to get right. The population will
need an inclusive and legitimate local authority to
represent them.

The protracted crises in Syria and the region are
the defining humanitarian challenges of our time.
History will judge us if the international
community does not deliver on support for
affected and displaced Syrian and Iraqi people.
Supporting the region is the right thing to do on
behalf of those suffering and, the right thing for
the UK too, to make us safer.

As well as action on the ground, we have made
progress in countering Daesh’s propaganda which
they’ve used as a recruiting tool. Daesh’s
propaganda output has fallen by around 75%
over the last year. On social media, anti-Daesh
posts now outnumber pro-Daesh propaganda by
six to one. The UK is leading Coalition efforts to do
this.

I commend this statement to the House.
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